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Getting Over Ourselves: Visions of an Exiled Prophet 2 
 
Went to first-ever Comedy Show, 50 First Jokes hosted by Shelly Smith. Put out a breezy 
same-day FB invite—Julia and I are going, anyone want to meet up, come sit with us! 
 
Later thought: Who wants to enjoy a comedy club sitting next to their pastor and his priest-
wife? Pastors remind us of Church. 
 
Sunday Church & Comedy Club are different scenes. At Comedy Club, person at mic is not 
reluctant to refer to any part of human anatomy. In that sense it’s like med school except focus 
is on only a few anatomical structures. 
 
Church has its favorite expressions, like Praise, that pepper the language and can be used as 
either a verb or a noun. Comedy Club has one special word (and variants) FREQUENTLY 
used for emphasis--as a verb, noun or as an intensifying adjective. Used between words, 
even sandwiched b/w syllables of a single word. Not so common at church—not even hip 
mega church with pastor sporting a lip patch and a vest with jeans from Express.  
 
Running into your pastor at CC can trigger CDD: Context Disparity Disorientation. You are 
in one context with it’s own ground-rules but sight of pastor triggers norming-center of a 
different part of  brain…. juxtaposition is jarring and a little disorienting-confusing.  
 
WHAT’S MY POINT?  We may experience something like that in worship, the ultimate in-
between space.   
 
We stand between the dirt & the divine. We share 50% of our DNA with bananas…and we 
bear image of God, which makes us priests in temple of creation. Doesn’t matter who you are, 
some disjointed feelings are inevitable in worship.    
 
Series, Getting Over Ourselves: Visions of an Exiled Prophet. Based on Revelations 4-5, first 
worship vision. What’s going on behind the curtain that separates the earthly & heavenly 
realm.  
 
Rev. 4-5 contains all components of Sunday worship: re-centering on Jesus (last week), 
opening of a Scroll [Emily in 2 weeks] and group singing are featured [Cassie, next Sunday]  
 
Today, elements that address our discombobulation in worship: After this I looked, and there 
in heaven a door stood open! And the first voice, which I had heard speaking to me like 
a trumpet, said, “Come up here, and I will show you what must take place after this.” At 
once I was in the spirit, and there in heaven stood a throne, with one seated on the 
throne!  And the one seated there looks like jasper and carnelian, and around the throne 
is a rainbow that looks like an emerald. Around the throne are 24 thrones, and seated on 
the thrones are 24 elders, dressed in white robes, with golden crowns on their 
heads. Coming from the throne are flashes of lightning, and rumblings and peals of 
thunder, and in front of the throne burn seven flaming torches, which are the seven 
spirits of God; and in front of the throne there is something like a sea of glass, like 
crystal.  Rev 4: 1–6 
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At first, identity of the one on throne is less than clear. Only after worship has progressed 
does divine personality come into focus (Jewish Messiah, lamb who was slain, is at center of 
the throne)   
 
We don’t start with God in clear view and then worship. We start w/ a vague notion of God. It’s 
as we give ourselves to worship—willing to step into the fog—that the One we seek comes into 
focus 
 
I know the self-consciousness I felt when I returned from atheism to worship again was 
intense. All my detached-critical feelings about worship came back on my own head as I made 
my first worship moves. I was so self-critical, self-focused, self-conscious… 
 
Why press through that static? Something is drawing us and that something is a sense, a 
glimmering hope, of the beautiful. Maybe it is conveyed thru a line in a song or a chord 
change, or something even less tangible. But something is beckoning us.   
 
In Rev. 4 a magnetic field of the beautiful surrounds the throne of God. “And the one 
seated there looks like jasper and carnelian, and around the throne is a rainbow that 
looks like an emerald.”  
It’s the smell bread baking that draws you into the kitchen.   
 
The underlying fear in worship is fear of being rejected, put out. 
(Too often, religion, perversely, intensifies this fear)  
 
But the rainbow surrounding the throne is there to calm this fear.  
 
In TORAH rainbow appears after mythic flood unleashed to judge rampant violence on the 
earth. After 40 days-nights of rain, rainbow appears. God speaks words of reassurance, 
saying, Whenever clouds appear and you fear punishment, judgment, exclusion, the rainbow 
will be a sign that you don’t have to worry about that. It’s a sign of my covenant with you and 
all living things, to bless you.”  
 
It’s not just a covenant with us. It’s a covenant—a divine and binding promise—with all living 
things. Absolutely includes us. 
 
Rainbows are the sign of divine reassurance in the Bible.   
 
Been circumspect about re-hashing events that led to BOF. After baby born, don’t need to go 
into gory details about labor-delivery. But this worship scene is begging me to share about 
reassurance Emily and I received thru rainbows appearing at key times.  
 
Back-up. Saw Big Short about economic crash of fall 2007. Took me back to where I first 
heard the news about Great Recession hitting. I was at a board mtg. of my old denomination—
on a cruise ship going up Alaskan coast. We were out of TV-Internet range.  
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I’m diving into my LGBT re-think. At dinner, talking it over with a fellow board member. He 
says: “Where are you landing on this? Where it sounds like you’re headed would put you 
outside the circle.” [Ominous thing to say when you’re on a ship at sea]   
 
When we get back in TV range, news all about Goldman Sachs. Two tributary streams 
merged into a river of anxiety.  
 
That river kept rising into 2012. Summer of ‘12 I break my ankle at Yosemite, come back, get 
pneumonia, and go to staff retreat on crutches with a fever still. During retreat, we thrash thru 
Third Way, full LGBT inclusion, and commit as a staff to rolling it out. It was nerve-wracking. 
We all knew it could be stormy.  
 
On drive back into A2, there is a bright double-rainbow over city. Emily stopped and took a 
picture of it.  A2 News had a full page of pictures of that double rainbow it was so striking. A 
sign of reassurance: everything’s gonna be all right. I promise. 
 
Few months later one of our pastors dies suddenly at key juncture, the Sunday, I’m applying 
full inclusion demands of Ro. 14 to LGBT in a sermon. Emily, preaching in Midland, hasn’t 
heard news about Nancy. But as Emily comes back into town, she sees bright double  
rainbow. Knowing sermon topic, stops and takes a picture of it.  
 
Hour later Em gets the call from my daughter Amy about Nancy. Nancy was someone Emily 
confided in. A big supporter of Emily being herself. This loss at this time distressing to Emily. 
Rainbow was a sign:  everything’s gonna be all right. I promise.  
 
2 years to day later, Oct. 14, 2014, things not going well at old church for me & Emily. We 
decide to meet with 2 board members we most trusted, who were amazing thru mess, to say, 
“We don’t want to stay if it means fighting to stay. Send us out to plant something new.”    
 
Before heading to this meeting, Julia & I walking. Sky darkens ominously, rain falls, then, 
arching over street: double rainbow.  
 
Rainbow is sign:  It’s OK. Don’t let the storm clouds frighten you. Everything’s gonna be all 
right. I promise. Press in despite fears. 
 
You have these varied expressions of beauty around the throne: calm beauty of jewels 
(jasper & carnelian) and disruptive beauty of a storm—peals of thunder & flashes of lighting.   
 
Storms happen where 2 different weather systems collide—power differential in two systems 
is resolved in release of energy….  
 
An inevitable aspect of the human-divine encounter: we come into worship feeling in charge of 
everything and we encounter God in charge--resolving that power differential is stormy. But 
storms have a beauty all their own as long as everyone comes out fine.    
 
Whenever we approach throne of God, rainbow reassures us.  
It’s OK. Don’t let storm frighten you. Everything is gonna be all right. I promise. Keep going. 
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What’s your is pestering you below surface as you worship?  Fear of inadequacy, fear of 
exposure, of being noticed critically by others or God, not being noticed, fear of God telling you 
some-thing you don’t want to hear, fear of getting burned by religion?  
 
We all need reassurance—everything’s gonna be all right, I promise—every time we worship.  
   
SILENT REFLECTION 
 
 


